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Abstract8

Causal functions of sequences occur throughout computer science, from theory to hardware to9

machine learning. Mealy machines, synchronous digital circuits, signal flow graphs, and recurrent10

neural networks all have behaviour that can be described by causal functions. In this work, we11

examine a differential calculus of causal functions which includes many of the familiar properties of12

standard multivariable differential calculus. These causal functions operate on infinite sequences,13

but this work gives a different notion of an infinite-dimensional derivative than either the Fréchet or14

Gateaux derivative used in functional analysis. In addition to showing many standard properties of15

differentiation, we show causal differentiation obeys a unique recurrence rule. We use this recurrence16

rule to compute the derivative of a simple recurrent neural network called an Elman network by17

hand and describe how the computed derivative can be used to train the network.18
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1 Introduction26

Many computations on infinite data streams operate in a causal manner, meaning their27

kth output depends only on the first k inputs. Mealy machines, clocked digital circuits,28

signal flow graphs, recurrent neural networks, and discrete time feedback loops in control29

theory are a few examples of systems performing such computations. When designing these30

kinds of systems to fit some specification, a common issue is figuring out how adjusting31

one part of the system will affect the behaviour of the whole. If the system has some32

real-valued semantics, as is especially common in machine learning or control theory, the33

derivative of these semantics with respect to a quantity of interest, say an internal parameter,34

gives a locally-valid first-order estimate of the system-wide effect of a small change to that35

quantity. Unfortunately, since the most natural semantics for infinite data streams is in an36

infinite-dimensional vector space, it is not practical to use the resulting infinite-dimensional37

derivative.38

To get around this, one tactic is to replace the infinite system by a finite system obtained39

by an approximation or heuristic and take derivatives of the replacement system. This can40

be seen, for example, in backpropagation through time [13], which trains a recurrent neural41

network by first unrolling the feedback loop the appropriate number of times and then42

applying traditional backpropagation to the unrolled network.43

This tactic has the advantage that we can take derivatives in a familiar (finite-dimensional)44

setting, but the disadvantage that it is not clear what properties survive the approximation45
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23:2 The differential calculus of causal functions

process from the unfamiliar (infinite-dimensional) setting. For example, it is not immediately46

clear whether backpropagation through time obeys the usual rules of differential calculus,47

like a sum or chain rule, nor is this issue confronted in the literature, to the best of our48

knowledge. Thus, useful compositional properties of differentiation are ignored in exchange49

for a comfortable setting in which to do calculus.50

In this work, we take advantage of the fact that causal functions between sequences51

are already essentially limits of finite-dimensional functions and therefore have derivatives52

which can also be expressed as essentially limits of the derivatives of these finite-dimensional53

functions. This leads us to the basics of a differential calculus of causal functions. Unlike54

arbitrary functions between sequences, this limiting process allows us to avoid the use of55

normed vector spaces, and so we believe our notion of derivative is distinct from Fréchet56

derivatives.57

Outline. In section 2, we define causal functions and recall several mechanisms by which58

these functions on infinite data can be defined. In particular, we recall a coalgebraic scheme59

finding causal functions as the behaviour of Mealy machines (proposition 6), and give a defini-60

tional scheme in terms of so-called finite approximants (definition 8). In section 3, we define61

differentiability and derivatives of causal functions on real-vector sequences (definition 12)62

and compute several examples. In section 4, we obtain several rules for our differential causal63

calculus analogous to those of multivariable calculus, including a chain rule, parallel rule,64

sum rule, product rule, reciprocal rule, and quotient rule (propositions 18, 19, 22, 23, 26, and65

27, respectively). We additionally find a new rule without a traditional analogue we call the66

recurrence rule (theorem 28). Finally, in section 5, we apply this calculus to find derivatives67

of a simple kind of recurrent neural network called an Elman network [6] by hand. We also68

demonstrate how to use the derivative of the network with respect to a parameter to guide69

updates of that parameter to drive the network towards a desired behaviour.70

2 Causal functions of sequences71

A sequence or stream in a set A is a countably infinite list of values from A, which we also72

think of as a function from the natural numbers ω to A. If σ is a stream in A, we denote73

its value at k ∈ ω by σk. We may also think of a stream as a listing of its image, like74

σ = (σ0, σ1, . . .). The set of all sequences in A is denoted Aω.75

Given a ∈ A and σ ∈ Aω, we can form a new sequence by prepending a to σ. The76

sequence a : σ is defined by (a : σ)0 = a and (a : σ)k+1 = σk. This operation can be extended77

to prepend arbitrary finite-length words w ∈ A∗ by the obvious recursion. Conversely, we can78

destruct a given sequence into an element and a second sequence with functions hd : Aω → A79

and tl : Aω → Aω defined by hd(σ) = σ0 and tl(σ)k = σk+1.80

I Definition 1 (slicing). If σ ∈ Aω is a stream and j ≤ k are natural numbers, the slicing81

σj:k is the list (σj , σj+1, . . . , σk) ∈ Ak−j+1.82

I Definition 2 (causal function). A function f : Aω → Bω is causal means σ0:k = τ0:k83

implies f(σ)0:k = f(τ)0:k for all σ, τ ∈ Aω and k ∈ ω.84

2.1 Causal functions via coalgebraic finality85

A standard coalgebraic approach to causal functions is to view them as the behaviour of86

Mealy machines.87

I Definition 3 (Mealy functor). Given two sets A,B, the functor MA,B : Set → Set is88

defined by MA,B(X) = (B×X)A on objects and MA,B(f) : φ 7→ (idB × f) ◦ φ on morphisms.89
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MA,B-coalgebras are Mealy machines with input alphabet A and output alphabet B,90

and possibly an infinite state space. The set of causal functions Aω → Bω carries a final91

MA,B-coalgebra using the following operations, originally observed by Rutten in [10].92

I Definition 4. The Mealy output of a causal function f : Aω → Bω is the function93

hdf : A→ B defined by (hdf)(a) = f(a : σ)0 for any σ ∈ Aω.94

I Definition 5. Given a ∈ A and a causal function f : Aω → Bω, the Mealy (a-)derivative95

of f is the causal function ∂af : Aω → Bω defined by (∂af)(σ) = tl(f(a : σ)).96

Note hd(f) is well-defined even though σ may be freely chosen due to the causality of f .97

I Proposition 6 (Proposition 2.2, [10]). The set of causal functions Aω → Bω carries an98

MA,B-coalgebra via f 7→ λa.((hdf)(a), ∂af), which is a final MA,B-coalgebra.99

Hence, a coalgebraic methodology for defining causal functions is to define a Mealy100

machine and take the image of a particular state in the final coalgebra. By constructing101

the Mealy machine cleverly, one can ensure the resulting causal function has some desired102

properties. This is the core idea behind the “syntactic method” using GSOS definitions in103

[8]. In that work, a Mealy machine of terms is built in such a way that all causal functions104

(Ak)ω → Aω can be recovered.105

I Example 7. Suppose (A,+A, ·A, 0A) is a vector space over R. This vector space structure106

can be extended to Aω componentwise in the obvious way. To illustrate the coalgebraic107

method, we characterise this structure with coalgebraic definitions.108

To define sequence vector sum coalgebraically, we define a Mealy machine 1→ (A×1)A×A109

with one state, satisfying hd(s)(a, a′) = a+Aa
′ and ∂(a,a′)(s) = s. Then +Aω : (A×A)ω → Aω110

is defined to be the image of s in the final MA2,A-coalgebra.111

Note that technically the vector sum in Aω should be a function of type Aω ×Aω → Aω,112

so we are tacitly using the isomorphism between (A×A)ω and Aω ×Aω. We will be using113

similar recastings of sequences in the sequel without bringing up this point again.114

The zero vector can similarly be defined by a single state Mealy machine 1→ (A× 1)1
115

with input alphabet 1 and output alphabet A, satisfying hd(s′)(∗) = 0A and ∂∗(s′) = s′. The116

zero vector of Aω is the global element picked out by the image of s′.117

Finally, scalar multiplication can be defined with a Mealy machine R→ (A× R)A with118

states r ∈ R, such that hd(r)(a) = r ·A a and ∂ar = r. Then r ·Aω σ , [[r]](σ), where [[r]] is119

the image of r in the final MA,A-coalgebra.120

We immediately begin dropping the subscripts from +Aω and ·Aω and when the relevant121

vector space can be inferred from context.122

2.2 Causal functions via finite approximation123

Another approach to causal functions is consider them as a limit of finite approximations,124

replacing the single function on infinite data with infinitely many functions on finite data.125

There are (at least) two approaches with this general style, which we briefly describe next.126

I Definition 8. Let f : Aω → Bω be a causal function and σ ∈ Aω.127

The pointwise approximation of f is the sequence of functions Uk(f) : Ak+1 → B defined128

by Uk(f)(w) , f(w : σ)k.129

The stringwise approximation of f is the sequence of functions Tk(f) : Ak+1 → Bk+1
130

defined by Tk(f)(w) , f(w : σ)0:k.131

CALCO 2019
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Again, these are well-defined despite σ being arbitrary due to f ’s causality. We chose the132

letters U and T deliberately—sometimes the pointwise approximants of a causal function133

are called its Unrollings, and the stringwise approximants are called its T runcations.134

Conversely, given an arbitrary collection of functions uk : Ak+1 → B for k ∈ ω, there is a135

unique causal function whose pointwise approximation is the sequence uk. Thus we have the136

following bijective correspondence:137

Aω −→ Bω causal
=====================
Ak+1 −→ B for each k ∈ ω

(1)138

We can nearly do the same for stringwise approximations, but the sequence tk : Ak+1 →139

Bk+1 must satisfy tk(w) = tk+1(wa)0:k for all w ∈ Ak+1 and a ∈ A.140

The interchangeability between a causal function and its approximants is a crucial theme141

in this work. Since a function’s pointwise and stringwise approximants are inter-obtainable,142

we will sometimes refer to a causal function’s “finite approximants” by which we mean either143

family of approximants.144

2.3 Causal functions via recurrence145

Finite approximants are a very flexible way of defining causal functions, but causal functions
may have a more compact representation when they conform to a regular pattern. Recurrence
is one such pattern where a causal function is defined by repeatedly using an ordinary function
g : A×B → B and an initial value i ∈ B to obtain reci(g) : Aω → Bω via:

[reci(g)(σ)]k =
{
g(σ0, i) if k = 0
g(σk, [reci(g)(σ)]k−1) if k > 0

Recurrent definitions can be converted into finite approximant definitions using the146

following: Uk(reci(g))(σ0:k) = g(σk, g(σk−1, . . . g(σ1, g(σ0, i)) . . .)). Note these pointwise ap-147

proximants satisfy the recurrence relation Uk(reci(g))(σ0:k) = g(σk, Uk−1(reci(g))(σ0:k−1)).148

I Example 9. The unary running product function
∏

: Rω → Rω can be defined by a
recurrence relation: ∏

(σ) = τ ⇔
{
τk+1 = σk+1 · τk after τ0 = σ0 · 1

Here g is multiplication of reals and i = 1. In approximant form, [
∏

(σ)]k =
∏k
i=0 σi.149

A special case of recurrent causal functions occurs when there is an h : A→ B such that150

g(a, b) = h(a) for all (a, b) ∈ A × B. In this case, [reci(g)(σ)]k = h(σk) and in particular151

does not depend on the initial value i or any entry σj for j < k. We denote reci(g) by152

map(h) in this special case since it maps h componentwise across the input sequence.153

3 Differentiating causal functions154

Our goal in this work is to develop a basic differential calculus for causal functions. Thus we155

will focus our attention on causal functions between real-vector sequences (Rn)ω for n ∈ ω,156

specializing from causal functions on general sets from the last section. We will draw many157

of our illustrating examples for derivatives from Rutten’s stream calculus [9], which describes158

many such causal functions between real-number streams. More importantly, [9] establishes159

many useful algebraic properties of these functions rigorously via coalgebraic methods.160
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There are many different approaches one might consider to defining differentiable causal161

functions. One might be to take the original coalgebraic definition and replace the underlying162

category (Set) with a category of finite-dimensional Cartesian spaces and differentiable (or163

smooth) maps. Unfortunately, the space of differentiable functions between finite-dimensional164

spaces is not finite-dimensional, so the exponential needed to define the MA,B functor in this165

category does not exist.166

Another approach is to think of causal functions as functions between infinite dimensional167

vector spaces and take standard notions from analysis, like Fréchet derivatives, and apply168

them in this context. However, norms on sequence spaces usually impose a finiteness condition169

like bounded or square-summable on the domains and ranges of sequence functions. These170

restrictions are compatible with many causal functions like the pointwise sum function171

above, but other causal functions like the running product function become significantly less172

interesting.173

Our approach to differentiating causal functions is to consider a causal function differen-174

tiable when all of its finite approximants are differentiable via the correspondence (1). We175

will develop this idea rigorously in section 3.2, but first we need to know a bit about linear176

causal functions.177

3.1 Linear causal functions178

Stated abstractly, the derivative of a function at a point is a linear map which provides an179

approximate change in the output of a function given an input representing a small change in180

the input to that function [11]. Since linear functions R→ R are in bijective correspondence181

with their slopes, typically in single-variable calculus the derivative of a function at a point182

is instead given as a single real number. In multivariable calculus, derivatives are usually183

represented by (Jacobian) matrices since matrices represent linear maps between finite184

dimensional spaces. Linear functions between infinite dimensional vector spaces do not have185

a similarly compact, computationally-useful representation, but we can still define derivatives186

of (causal) functions at points to be linear (causal) maps.187

We described the natural vector space structure of (Rn)ω in Example 7. A linear causal188

function is a causal function which is also linear with respect to this vector space structure.189

I Definition 10. A causal function f : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω is linear when f(r · σ) = r · f(σ)190

and f(σ + τ) = f(σ) + f(τ) for all r ∈ R and σ, τ ∈ (Rn)ω.191

I Lemma 11. Let f : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω be a causal function. The following are equivalent:192

1. f is linear,193

2. Uk(f) : (Rn)k+1 → Rm is linear for all k ∈ ω, and194

3. Tk(f) : (Rn)k+1 → (Rm)k+1 is linear for all k ∈ ω.195

This refines the correspondence (1), allowing us to define a linear causal function by196

naming linear finite approximants.197

Since linear functions between finite dimensional vector spaces can be represented by
matrices, we can think of linear causal functions as limits of the matrices representing its
finite approximants. This view results in row-finite infinite matrices, such as:

A00 0 0 . . .

A10 A11 0 . . .

A20 A21 A22 . . .
...

...
...

. . .
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where the Aij are m-row, n-column blocks such that for j > i all entries are 0. These are198

related to the matrices for the approximants of the causal function as follows.199

1. The matrix
[
Ak0 Ak1 . . . Akk

]
is the matrix representing Uk(f).200

2. The matrix


A00 0 0 . . . 0
A10 A11 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

Ak0 Ak1 Ak2 . . . Akk

 is the matrix representing Tk(f). The compat-201

ibility conditions on the functions Tk(f) ensure that the matrix for Tk(f) can be found202

in the upper left corner of the matrix for Tk+1(f). Note also the upper triangular nature203

of the matrices for Tk(f) are a consequence of causality—the first m outputs can depend204

only on the first n inputs, so the last entries in the top row must all be 0 and so on.205

Unlike finite-dimensional matrices, we do not think these infinite matrices are a computa-206

tionally useful representation, but they are conceptually useful to get an idea of how causal207

linear functions can be considered the limit of their linear truncations.208

3.2 Definition of derivative209

As we have mentioned, we will use the derivatives of the approximants of a causal function to
define the derivative of the causal function itself. We denote the m-row, n-column Jacobian
matrix of a differentiable function ϕ : Rn → Rm at x ∈ Rn by Jϕ(x). Recall this matrix is

∂ϕ1
∂x1

(x) ∂ϕ1
∂x2

(x) . . . ∂ϕ1
∂xn

(x)
∂ϕ2
∂x1

(x) ∂ϕ2
∂x2

(x) . . . ∂ϕ2
∂xn

(x)
...

...
. . .

...
∂ϕm

∂x1
(x) ∂ϕm

∂x2
(x) . . . ∂ϕm

∂xn
(x)


where ϕi : Rn → R and ϕ = 〈ϕ1, . . . ϕm〉. We will also be glossing over the distinction210

between a matrix and the linear function it represents, using Jϕ(x) to mean either when211

convenient.212

I Definition 12. A causal function f : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω is differentiable at σ ∈ (Rn)ω213

if all of its finite approximants Uk(f) : (Rn)k+1 → Rm are differentiable at σ0:k for all214

k ∈ ω. If f is differentiable at σ, the derivative of f at σ is the unique linear causal function215

D∗f(σ) : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω satisfying Uk(D∗f(σ)) = J(Uk(f))(σ0:k).216

In this definition we are using the correspondence (1), refined in Lemma 11, which allows217

us to define a causal (linear) function by specifying its (linear) finite approximants. We218

could equally well have used stringwise approximants in this definition rather than pointwise219

approximants, as the following lemma states.220

I Lemma 13. The causal function f is differentiable at σ if and only if each of Tk(f) are dif-221

ferentiable at σ0:k for all k ∈ ω. In this case, D∗f(σ) satisfies Tk(D∗f(σ)) = J(Tk(f))(σ0:k).222

Though we have mentioned this is not particularly useful computationally, the derivative223

of a differentiable function at a point has a representation as a row-finite infinite matrix.224

I Lemma 14. If f is differentiable at σ, each Uk(f) : (Rn)k+1 → Rm has an m-row, n(k+1)-
column Jacobian matrix representing its derivative at σ0:k. Let Aki be m-row, n-column
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blocks of this Jacobian, so that J(Uk(f))(σ0:k) =
[
Ak0 Ak1 . . . Akk

]
The derivative of f

at σ is the linear causal function represented by the row-finite infinite matrix

D∗f(σ) =


A00 0 0 . . .

A10 A11 0 . . .

A20 A21 A22 . . .
...

...
...

. . .


Note that this linear causal function can be evaluated at a sequence ∆σ ∈ (Rn)ω by225

multiplying the infinite matrix by ∆σ, considered as an infinite column vector.226

3.3 Examples227

Next, we use this definition of derivative to find the causal derivatives of some basic functions228

from Rutten’s stream calculus.229

I Example 15. We show the pointwise sum stream function + : (R2)ω → Rω is its230

own derivative at every point (σ, τ) ∈ (R2)ω. Note Uk(+)(σ0, τ0, . . . , σk, τk) = σk + τk,231

so J(Uk(+))(σ0, τ0, . . . , σk, τk) =
[
0 . . . 0 1 1

]
. This is the matrix representation of232

Uk(+) itself, so (D∗+)(σ, τ) = + or, in other notation, (D∗+)(σ, τ)(∆σ,∆τ) = ∆σ + ∆τ for233

any σ, τ,∆σ,∆τ ∈ Rω.234

This argument can be repeated for all pointwise sum functions + : (Rn × Rn)ω → (Rn)ω,235

replacing the “1” blocks in the Jacobian above with In.236

Since the derivative of any constant x : 1 → Rn is 0Rn : 1 → Rn, the derivative of any237

constant sequence must necessarily be the zero sequence. In stream calculus, there are238

two important constant sequences defined corecursively: [r] defined by hd([r])(∗) = r and239

∂∗([r]) = [0] for all r ∈ R and X defined by hd(X)(∗) = 0 and ∂∗(X) = [1]. Written out as240

sequences, [r] = (r, 0, 0, 0, . . .) and X = (0, 1, 0, 0, . . .).241

I Example 16. D∗[r] = D∗X = [0].242

Next, we consider the Cauchy sequence product. Under the correspondence between243

sequences σ ∈ Rω and formal power series
∑
σix

i ∈ R[[x]], the Cauchy product is the244

sequence operation corresponding to the (Cauchy) product of formal power series. This245

operation is coalgebraically characterized in Rutten [9] as the unique function × : (R2)ω → Rω246

satisfying hd(×)(s0, t0) = s0 · t0 and (∂(s0,t0)×)(σ, τ) = tl(σ) × τ + [s0] × tl(τ). For our247

purposes, the explicit definition is more useful: Uk(×)(σ0:k, τ0:k) =
∑k
i=0 σi · τk−i.248

I Example 17. We compute the derivative of the Cauchy product.

J(Uk(×))(σ0, τ0, . . . , σk, τk) =
[
τk σk τk−1 σk−1 . . . τ0 σ0

]
Notice that multiplying this matrix by (an initial segment) of a small change sequence
(∆σ0,∆τ0, . . . ,∆σk,∆τk) yields

J(Uk(×))(σ0, τ0, . . . , σk, τk)(∆σ0,∆τ0, . . . ,∆σk,∆τk) =
k∑
i=0

∆σi · τk−i +
k∑
i=0

σi ·∆τk−i

Therefore, (D∗×(σ, τ))(∆σ,∆τ) = ∆σ × τ + σ ×∆τ .249

CALCO 2019
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Another sequence product considered in the stream calculus is the Hadamard product, also250

called the pointwise product. Defined coalgebraically, the Hadamard product is the unique251

binary operation defined by hd(�)(s0, t0) = s0 · t0 and (∂(s0,t0)�)(σ, τ) = tl(σ)�tl(τ). This252

has a similar derivative to the Cauchy product: D∗�(σ, τ)(∆σ,∆τ) = ∆σ � τ + σ �∆τ .253

Note that these derivatives make sense without any reference to properties of the sequences254

used. We are not aware of a way to realize this derivative as an instance of a notion of255

derivative known in analysis. The most obvious notion to try is a Fréchet derivative induced256

by a norm on the space of sequences. However, all norms we know on these spaces, including257

`p-norms and γ-geometric norms ‖σ‖ =
∑
σi ·γi for γ ∈ (0, 1], restrict the space of sequences258

to various extents.259

4 Rules of causal differentiation260

Just as it is impractical to compute all derivatives from the definition in undergraduate261

calculus, it is also impractical to compute causal derivatives directly from the definition.262

To ease this burden, one typically proves various “rules” of differentiation which provide263

compositional recipes for finding derivatives. That is our task in this section.264

There are at least two good reasons to hope a priori that the standard rules of differ-265

entiation might hold for causal derivatives. First, causal derivatives were defined to agree266

with standard derivatives in their finite approximants. Since these approximant derivatives267

satisfy these rules, we might hope that they hold over the limiting process. Second, smooth268

causal functions form a Cartesian differential category, as was shown in [12]. The theory269

of Cartesian differential categories includes as axioms or theorems abstract versions of the270

chain rule, sum rule, etc. However, neither of these reasons are immediately sufficient, so we271

must provide independent justification.272

4.1 Basic rules and their consequences273

We begin by stating some rules familiar from undergraduate calculus.274

I Proposition 18 (causal chain rule). Suppose f : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω and g : (Rm)ω → (R`)ω275

are causal functions. Suppose further f is differentiable at σ ∈ (Rn)ω and g is differentiable276

at f(σ). Then h = g ◦ f is differentiable at σ and its derivative is D∗g(f(σ)) ◦ D∗f(σ).277

Proof. Let fk = Tk(f), gk = Tk(g), and hk = Tk(h). We know hk = gk ◦ fk. We show the278

stringwise approximants of D∗(g ◦ f)(σ) and D∗g(f(σ)) ◦ D∗f(σ) match.279

Tk(D∗(g ◦ f)(σ)) = J(hk)(σ0:k) = J(gk ◦ fk)(σ0:k)280

= J(gk)(fk(σ0:k))× J(fk)(σ0:k) (∗)281

= J(gk)(f(σ)0:k)× J(fk)(σ0:k)282

= Tk(D∗g(f(σ))) ◦ Tk(D∗f(σ)) = Tk(D∗g(f(σ)) ◦ D∗f(σ))283
284

where the starred line is by the classical chain rule. J285

Since we have already overloaded × for both Cauchy stream product and matrix product,286

we use ‖ for the parallel composition of functions, where the parallel composition of φ :287

Rn → Rm and ψ : Rp → Rq is φ‖ψ : Rn+p → Rm+q defined by (φ‖ψ)(x, y) = (φ(x), ψ(y)) for288

x ∈ Rp and y ∈ Rp. We do not know of a standard name for this rule, but in multivariable289

calculus there is a rule J(φ‖ψ)(x, y) = Jφ(x)‖Jψ(y), which we shall call the parallel rule.290

There is a similar rule for causal derivatives we describe next.291
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I Proposition 19 (causal parallel rule). Suppose f : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω and h : (Rp)ω → (Rq)ω292

are causal functions, and that they are differentiable at σ ∈ (Rn)ω and τ ∈ (Rp)ω, respectively.293

Then f‖h : (Rn+p)ω → (Rm+q)ω is differentiable at (σ, τ) ∈ (Rn+p)ω and its derivative is294

D∗f(σ)‖D∗h(τ).295

Proof. The stringwise approximants of D∗(f‖h)(σ, τ) and D∗f(σ)‖D∗h(τ) match:296

Tk(D∗(f‖h)(σ, τ)) = J(Tk(f‖h))(σ0:k, τ0:k) = J(Tk(f)‖Tk(h))(σ0:k, τ0:k)297

= J(Tk(f))(σ0:k)‖J(Tk(h))(τ0:k) (∗)298

= Tk(D∗f(σ))‖Tk(D∗h(τ)) = Tk(D∗f(σ)‖D∗h(τ))299
300

where the starred line is by the classical parallel rule. J301

I Proposition 20 (causal linearity). If f : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω is a linear causal function, it is302

differentiable at every σ ∈ (Rn)ω and its derivative is D∗f(σ) = f .303

These three results are the fundamental properties of causal differentiation we will be304

using. Many other standard rules are consequences of these. For example, we can derive a305

sum rule from these properties.306

I Definition 21. The sum of two causal maps f, g : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω is defined to be307

f + g , + ◦ (f‖g) ◦∆(Rn)ω , where ∆(Rn)ω is the sequence duplication map.308

I Proposition 22 (causal sum rule). If f and g as in Definition 21 are both differentiable at309

σ, so is their sum and its derivative is D∗f(σ) +D∗g(σ).310

Proof. Using the properties above, we find311

D∗(f + g)(σ) = D∗(+ ◦ (f‖g) ◦∆(Rn)ω )(σ) (sum of maps def’n)312

= D∗(+)((f‖g ◦∆(Rn)ω )(σ)) ◦ D∗(f‖g ◦∆(Rn)ω )(σ) (causal chain rule)313

= + ◦ D∗(f‖g ◦∆(Rn)ω )(σ) (linearity of +)314

= + ◦ D∗(f‖g)(∆(Rn)ω (σ)) ◦ D∗(∆(Rn)ω )(σ) (causal chain rule)315

= + ◦ D∗(f‖g)(σ, σ) ◦∆(Rn)ω (def’n & linearity of ∆)316

= + ◦ (D∗f(σ)‖D∗g(σ)) ◦∆(Rn)ω (causal parallel rule)317

= D∗f(σ) +D∗g(σ) (sum of maps def’n)318319

as desired. J320

For functions f, g : Rω → Rω, we can define their Cauchy and Hadamard products f × g321

and f � g with the pattern of Definition 21 and prove two product rules using the derivatives322

of the binary operations × and � we computed earlier.323

I Proposition 23 (causal product rules). If f, g : Rω → Rω are causal functions differentiable324

at σ, so are their Cauchy and Hadamard products, and their derivatives are325

D∗(f × g)(σ)(∆σ) = D∗f(σ)(∆σ)× g(σ) + f(σ)×D∗g(σ)(∆σ)326

D∗(f � g)(σ)(∆σ) = D∗f(σ)(∆σ)� g(σ) + f(σ)�D∗g(σ)(∆σ)327
328

A typical point of confusion in undergraduate calculus is the role of constants: sometimes329

they are treated like elements of the underlying vector space and sometimes like functions330

which always return that vector. In our calculus, a constant can similarly sometimes mean331

a fixed sequence picked out by c : 1 → (Rn)ω or the composition of this map after a332

discarding map !(Rn)ω : (Rn)ω → 1. We have described the derivative of a constant element333

in Example 16, now we treat constant maps.334
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I Proposition 24 (causal constant rule). The derivative of !(Rn)ω : (Rn)ω → 1 is !(Rn)ω . If335

c : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω is a constant map, its derivative is the constant map [0](σ) ≡ 0(Rm)ω .336

I Proposition 25 (causal constant multiple rule). If c : Rω → Rω is a constant function and337

f : Rω → Rω is any other causal function differentiable at σ, so is c× f and its derivative is338

c×D∗f(σ).339

Proof. Combine the causal product rule and the causal constant rule. J340

4.2 Implicit causal differentiation341

We have seen the standard rules presented in the last section are useful as computational342

shortcuts, just as they are in undergraduate calculus. In the causal calculus they turn out to343

be perhaps even more crucial, since some differentiable causal functions do not have simple344

closed forms, so trying to find their derivative from the definition is extremely difficult.345

The stream inverse [9] is the first partial causal function we will consider. This operation
is defined on σ ∈ Rω such that σ0 6= 0 with the unbounded-order recurrence relation

[σ−1]k =


1
σ0

if k = 0

− 1
σ0
·
k−1∑
i=0

(
σn−i · [σ−1]i

)
if k > 0

.

Reasoning about this function in terms of its components is extraordinarily difficult since346

each component is defined in terms of all the preceding components. However, there is a347

useful fact from Rutten [9] which we can use to find the derivative of this operation at all σ348

where it is defined: σ × σ−1 = [1].349

I Proposition 26 (causal reciprocal rule). The partial function (·)−1 : Rω → Rω is differen-
tiable at all σ ∈ Rω such that σ0 6= 0, and its derivative is

(D∗(·)−1)(σ)(∆σ) = [−1]× σ−1 × σ−1 ×∆σ

Proof. Since σ × σ−1 = [1], their derivatives must also be equal. In particular:

[0] = D∗[1] = D∗(σ × σ−1)(∆σ) = σ × (D∗(·)−1)(σ)(∆σ) + ∆σ × (σ−1)

using the causal product rule. Solving this equation for (D∗(·)−1)(σ)(∆σ) yields

(D∗(·)−1)(σ)(∆σ) = [−1]× σ−1 × σ−1 ×∆σ

where we are implicitly using many of the identities established in [9]. J350

When adopting the conventions that σ−n,σ−(n−1)×σ−1 and σ×τ−1, σ
τ , this rule looks351

quite like the usual rule for the derivative of the reciprocal function: (J(·)−1)(x)(∆x) = −∆x
x2 .352

I Proposition 27 (causal quotient rule). If f, g : Rω → Rω are causal functions differentiable
at σ and g(σ)0 6= 0, then f

g is also differentiable at σ and its derivative is

D∗f(σ)(∆σ)× g(σ) + [−1]× f(σ)×D∗g(σ)(∆σ)
g(σ)2 .
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4.3 The recurrence rule353

So far, causal differential calculus is rather similar to traditional differential calculus. There354

are two different product rules corresponding to two different products. We were forced to355

use an implicit differentiation trick to find the derivative of the reciprocal function, but in the356

end we found a familiar result. However, next we state a rule with no traditional analogue.357

I Theorem 28 (causal recurrence rule). Let g : Rn×Rm → Rm be differentiable (everywhere)
and i ∈ Rm. Then reci(g) : (Rn)ω → (Rm)ω is differentiable (everywhere) as a causal
function and its derivative ∆τ , [D∗reci(g)](σ)(∆σ) satisfies the following recurrence:{

τk+1 = g(σk+1, τk) after τ0 = g(σ0, i)
∆τk+1 = Jg(σk+1, τk)(∆σk+1,∆τk) after ∆τ0 = Jg(σ0, i)(∆σ0, 0Rm)

Proof. We check Uk(D∗reci(g)(σ))(∆σ0:k) = ∆τk by induction on k. To simplify our358

notation, we write uk , Uk(reci(g)). The base case is easy:359

U0([D∗reci(g)](σ))(∆σ0) = J(U0(reci(g)))(σ0)(∆σ0)360

= J(λx.g(x, i))(σ0)(∆σ0) = Jg(σ0, i)(∆σ0, 0Rm)361
362

The induction step uses the fact that uk(σ0:k) = g(σk, uk−1(σ0:k−1)).363

Uk([D∗reci(g)](σ))(∆σ0:k) = Juk(σ0:k)(∆σ0:k)364

= [Jg(σk, τk−1) ◦ 〈Jπk(σ0:k), J(uk−1 ◦ πk)(σ0:k)〉](∆σ0:k)365

= [Jg(σk, τk−1) ◦ 〈πk, Juk−1(σ0:k−1) ◦ πk〉](∆σ0:k)366

= Jg(σk, τk−1)(∆σk, Juk−1(σ0:k−1)(∆σ0:k−1))367

= Jg(σk, τk−1)(∆σk,∆τk−1)368
369

where πk is the map discarding the last element of a list. J370

Degenerate recurrences, which do not refer to previous values generated by the recurrence,371

are a special instance of this rule.372

I Corollary 29 (causal map rule). Let h : Rn → Rm be a differentiable function. Then map(h)373

is differentiable as a causal function, and its derivative is map(Jh).374

To illustrate the recurrence rule, we revisit the running product function, introduced in375

Example 9, and compute its derivative.376

I Example 30. The unary running product function
∏

: Rω → Rω was defined to be rec1(g)377

where g is binary multiplication of reals. In approximant form, Uk(rec1(g))(σ0:k) =
∏k
i=0 σi.378

We compute a recurrence for the derivative of this function using the recurrence rule.379

Since g is binary multiplication, Jg(s, t)(∆s,∆t) = ∆s · t+ s ·∆t. By the recurrence rule,
[D∗reci(g)](σ)(∆σ) satisfies the recurrence{

τk+1 = σk+1 · τk after τ0 = σ0

∆τk+1 = ∆σk+1 · τk + σk+1 ·∆τk after ∆τ0 = ∆σ0

Note that a direct computation of the derivative of this function is available since we
have a simple form for its pointwise approximants. Directly from the definition we would get

∆τk = Uk(D∗rec1(g)(σ))(∆σ0:k) =
k∑
i=0

k∏
j=0

ρij
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where ρij is σj if i 6= j and ∆σj otherwise.380

Used naively, this formula results in O(k2) real number multiplications, and requires381

access to the entire initial segment of σ at all times. In contrast, computing the same quantity382

using the recurrence obtained by the recurrence rule requires O(k) multiplications and can383

be computed on-the-fly, requiring only the availability of the first elements of σ and ∆σ to384

make initial progress and releasing their memory just after use.385

5 An extended example: Elman networks386

We next turn toward a potential application domain of our causal differential calculus:387

machine learning. In particular, we demonstrate that it is possible to use this calculus in388

the training of recurrent neural networks (RNNs). RNNs differ from the more common389

feedforward network in that they are designed to process sequences of inputs rather than390

single inputs. This makes them especially useful in analyzing long texts (sequences of words),391

spoken language (sequences of sounds), and videos (sequences of images). In fact, particular392

RNN architectures are the core underlying technologies of many speech recognition products393

today, such as Alexa and Siri.394

In this section, we will be using our causal differential calculus to find the derivative395

of a simple kind of recurrent neural network, namely an Elman network [6]. This is an396

influential early example of a network with feedback, though modern feedback networks397

typically have more structure. Elman networks can operate on sequences of vectors from Rn,398

but to keep things slightly simpler we will consider Elman networks operating on sequences399

of real numbers only.400

Let α, β, γ, δ, ε ∈ R be arbitrary parameters and φ1, φ2 : R→ R be arbitrary differentiable
“activation” functions.1 Given an input sequence σ ∈ Rω, the Elman network defined by
these parameters produces the sequence E(σ) = τ ∈ Rω satisfying the following recurrence:{

ρk+1 = φ1(ασk+1 + βρk + γ) after ρ0 = φ1(ασ0 + γ)
τk+1 = φ2(δρk+1 + ε) after τ0 = φ2(δρ0 + ε)

In our notation, if we define g1(x, y) , φ1(αx + βy + γ) and g2(x) , φ2(δx + ε), then
E , map(g2) ◦ rec0(g1). We can therefore find the causal derivative of this Elman network
relatively easily using the causal chain rule and causal recurrence rule. Indeed, letting
D∗E(σ)(∆σ) = ∆τ , these rules tell us ∆τ satisfies the recurrence:
ρk+1 = φ1(ασk+1 + βρk + γ) after ρ0 = φ1(ασ0 + γ)
τk+1 = φ2(δρk+1 + ε) after τ0 = φ2(δρ0 + ε)
∆ρk+1 = φ′1(ασk+1 + βρk + γ) · (α∆σk+1 + β∆ρk) after ∆ρ0 = φ′1(ασ0 + γ) · (α∆σ0)
∆τk+1 = φ′2(δρk+1 + ε) · (δ∆ρk+1) after ∆τ0 = φ′2(δρ0 + ε) · (δ∆ρ0)

This derivative tells us how we would expect the output of the Elman network to change401

in response to a small change ∆σ to its input sequence σ. This can be useful information in402

analyzing the behavior of the network. However, we can also use causal differentiation to403

predict how the network’s output would change in response to a small change in one of the404

parameters, which is a crucial piece of information used when training the network.405

1 “Activation” here has no technical meaning, but carries a connotation that the function is likely taken
from a folklore set of functions including the sigmoid function, hyperbolic tangent, softplus, rectified
linear unit, and logistic function. Usually these functions have bounded range, often [0, 1].
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Let us now imagine that we have some data on how this Elman network should behave,406

in the form of an input/output pair (σ̂, τ̂) ∈ Rω × Rω representing ground truth, and we407

want to figure out how to adjust one of the parameters, say α, so that our Elman network408

better reflects this ground truth.409

We can define a causal function related to the Elman network E, but where we now
consider α to be a variable and fix σ to be σ̂. Denote this function Eσ̂ : Rω → Rω and note
that if τ = Eσ̂(α̂) for α̂ ∈ Rω, then τ satisfies the recurrence relation{

ρk+1 = φ1(ασ̂k+1 + βρk + γ) after ρ0 = φ1(ασ̂0 + γ)
τk+1 = φ2(δρk+1 + ε) after τ0 = φ2(δρ0 + ε)

We have simplified our expression using the fact that parameters are fixed values that410

do not change in the course of the computation of the output sequence, so α̂k = α for all411

k ∈ ω. Similarly, when we make small change to this parameter, that small change will412

remain independent of the entry in the sequence, so ∆̂αk = ∆α for all k.413

We can compute the derivative of this recurrence relation similarly to above, and find it
will satisfy the following recurrence relation:
ρk+1 = φ1(ασ̂k+1 + βρk + γ) after ρ0 = φ1(ασ̂0 + γ)
τk+1 = φ2(δρk+1 + ε) after τ0 = φ2(δρ0 + ε)
∆ρk+1 = φ′1(ασ̂k+1 + βρk + γ) · (∆ασ̂k+1 + β∆ρk) after ∆ρ0 = φ′1(ασ̂0 + γ) · (∆ασ̂0)
∆τk+1 = φ′2(δρk+1 + ε) · (δ∆ρk+1) after ∆τ0 = φ′2(δρ0 + ε) · (δ∆ρ0)

I Example 31. Let us take a very specific example to illustrate this process. We instantiate414

the above Elman network with α = β = δ = 1, γ = 0.1, ε = −0.1 and φ1 = φ2 are both the415

sigmoid function.2416

We suppose our ground truth data tells us a sequence starting σ̂ = (1, 1, 1, 1, . . .) should417

be sent to a sequence starting τ̂ = (0.60, 0.63, 0.63, 0.64, . . .). In reality, our Elman network418

as currently parametrized sends σ̂ to (0.65707, 0.68226, 0.68503, 0.68533, . . .), when rounded419

to 5 decimal places. Our task is to decide how to adjust α so that the new network will420

better match our data, in particular reducing every entry by about 0.05.421

We begin by first writing out the recurrence relation for the derivative of Eσ̂ from above
with our particular choice of parameters. Since we have chosen many coefficients and all the
entries of σ̂ to be 1, there is significant simplification:

ρk+1 = φ(ρk + 1.1) after ρ0 = φ(1.1)
τk+1 = φ(ρk+1 − 0.1) after τ0 = φ(ρ0 − 0.1)
∆ρk+1 = φ′(ρk + 1.1) · (∆α+ ∆ρk) after ∆ρ0 = φ′(1.1) ·∆α
∆τk+1 = φ′(ρk+1 − 0.1) ·∆ρk+1 after ∆τ0 = φ′(ρ0 − 0.1) ·∆ρ0

The only free variable in this recurrence is ∆α. We choose ∆α = 0.1, for reasons to be422

explained later. Then we can compute ∆τ = (0.00422, 0.00302, 0.00265, 0.00259, . . .).423

What does this tell us? The recurrence is supposed to compute the derivative of Eσ̂ at 1 and424

apply the resulting linear map to 0.1. Using the interpretation of derivative as approximate425

change, this suggests that if we increase our parameter α from its current value of 1 by ∆α =426

2 The sigmoid function φ : R → R is defined by φ(x) = 1
1+e−x . The sigmoid function is traditionally

denoted by σ, but since we have been using σ as a sequence variable we use φ.
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0.1, we should expect Eσ̂(1.1) to be about Eσ̂(1) + (0.00422, 0.00302, 0.00265, 0.00259, . . .).427

Since our goal is to reduce the output of the network, this adjustment is not a great idea.428

What are we to do? One option is to pick a new value for ∆α and recompute the429

approximate change, but there is a smarter way. We know that the derivative of Eσ̂ at 1430

is linear, so if we instead decrease α by 0.1, we would expect Eσ̂(0.9) to be about Eσ̂(1)−431

(0.00422, 0.00302, 0.00265, 0.00259, . . .) = (0.65285, 0.67923, 0.68238, 0.68274, . . .). Indeed,432

after making this adjustment, we find Eσ̂(0.9) = (0.65273, 0.67908, 0.68224, 0.68261, . . .).433

This adjustment ended up decreasing the result by about 0.00015 more than we predicted,434

which amounts to approximately a 5% overshot of the original prediction.435

While it is nice to know our prediction about the change was fairly accurate, subtracting436

0.1 from α has not achieved our goal: in each component, our Elman network’s output437

decreased by at most 0.005 while we were trying to create a reduction of 0.05. A natural idea438

here would be to really exploit the linearity of the derivative and make a bigger adjustment439

to α, namely subtracting 0.05
0.005 ·∆α = 10 ·∆α = 1. Computing Eσ̂(0), we find it is actually440

(0.60467, 0.63445, 0.64095, 0.64235, . . .), which is much closer to our goal than Eσ̂(0.9) turned441

out to be.442

This seems like good news, but if we check the accuracy of the prediction our derivative443

makes, we would find that the actual reduction from Eσ̂(1) to Eσ̂(0) is between 25% and 65%444

greater than the derivative predicted. Thus, though we were able to make greater progress445

aligning our network with ground truth, the bigger adjustment came with much greater446

error. This is a classic tradeoff in neural network training: the linear approximation provided447

by the derivative is only valid locally, so taking bigger steps along the gradient comes with448

potentially greater rewards in terms of improvements in network performance but also carries449

extra risk that greater error could lead the training astray.450

6 Conclusion, related work, and future directions451

In this paper, we presented a basic differential calculus for causal functions between sequences452

of real-valued vectors. We gave a definition of derivative for causal functions, showed how to453

compute derivatives from this definition, established many classical rules from multivariable454

calculus including the chain, parallel, sum, product, reciprocal, and quotient rules. We455

additionally showed a rule unique to the causal calculus: the recurrence rule. We then showed456

how to use these rules in a practical example, namely the training of an Elman network.457

Related work. We are not aware of other works directly treating differentiation of causal458

functions, though we suspect there may be connections to hard-core analysis literature. This459

work is obviously inspired in results and structure by standard undergraduate multivariable460

calculus, e.g. [11]. We also have a related categorical treatment of differentiation of causal461

functions [12] using the framework of Cartesian differential categories [2]. That is much more462

abstract than the present work, but when concretized to the current scenario would only463

apply to smooth causal functions.464

Though we drew our example differentiable functions almost exclusively from Rutten’s465

stream calculus [9], we would also like to point out signal flow graphs as another interesting466

treatment of causal functions. an interesting graphical representation of causal functions,467

investigated in e.g. [1, 3, 4, 7]. We expect that interpreting our differential calculus in this468

setting could yield a treatment of differentiation in string diagrams.469

We suspect recurrence rule we obtained, particularly when differentiating Elman networks,470

may also have connections to the automatic differentiation literature we are not aware of at471

this time. In particular, it does rather seem like the recurrence rule augments a recurrence472
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with dual numbers.473

Future directions. As neural networks become more advanced and practitioners find new474

and interesting ways of using gradients of these networks, we believe theoreticians have a475

role to play in systematizing the theory of these new applications of derivatives. We believe476

that the coalgebra community, as experts with many tools for understanding programs477

operating on, infinite data structures, are particularly well-positioned to help develop these478

theories. For example, nearly every rule of causal differentiation we established here relies on479

a coalgebraically-derived property from Rutten’s stream calculus [9]. We looked at functions480

on sequences in particular, but we have every reason to believe further results are possible481

for more advanced neural network architectures on more exotic infinite data structures.482

We are particularly interested in merging our results here with a line of research initiated483

in [12] using Cartesian differential categories. We believe this causal calculus could be an484

instance of a Cartesian differential restriction category [5], which would drastically improve485

the scope of our previous results to cover partial and non-smooth causal functions.486
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